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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which AWS service enables users to consolidate billing across
multiple accounts?
A. AWS Budgets
B. Amazon QuickSight
C. Amazon Forecast
You can use the consolidated billing feature in AWS
Organizations to consolidate billing and payment for multiple
AWS accounts or multiple Amazon Internet Services Pvt. Ltd
(AISPL) accounts. Every organization in AWS Organizations has a
master (payer) account that pays the charges of all the member
(linked) accounts.
D. AWS Organizations

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which situation should be reported to the aws abuse team?
A. A user has trouble accessing an Amazon S3 bucket from an AWS
IP address
B. An Availability Zone has a service disruption.
C. A user needs to change payment methods due to a compromise.
D. An intrusion attempt is made from an AWS IP address
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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